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Abstract 
New classes of spaces between compact and countably compact are considered. A space 
X is inversely compact provided every independent family of closed subsets of X has 
nonempty intersection. In other words, X is inversely compact iff for every open cover %! of 
X, one can select a finite cover of X consisting of elements of 2 and their supplements. 
Similar modifications of other compact-type properties are considered. A T, space is 
inversely countably compact iff it is countably compact. An example of a T, inversely 
compact, noncompact space is given. 
Keywords: Compact; Inversely compact; Independent family 
AMY CMOS) Subj. Class.: 54D30 
1. Introduction 
What happens if in the classical definition of compactness “every open cover Z! 
of X contains a finite subcover %!a of X” one is permitted, choosing &‘a, to take 
either elements U E 2Y or their supplements instead, if he likes? By this modifica- 
tion of the definition of compactness we obtain a topological property (call it 
inversely compact) which is weaker than compact, and (as we shall see> stronger 
than countably compact. To the author’s surprise, it is unexpectedly difficult to 
distinguish between inversely compact and compact. Let us pass on to the formal 
definitions (by space we mean a topological space; no separation is supposed 
unless otherwise stated). 
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Definition 1.1. A family 7 of subsets of the set X will be called a partial 
inversement of the family ‘22 of subsets of X provided FY and Y can be indexed 
with the same index set, say A: ‘2Y= {U,: a l A), Y= {V,: LY EA), so that for every 
(Y EA, either V, = U, or V, =X\ U,. If 7 is a partial inversement of Z, and W is 
a finite subset of F then we will say that W is a finite inversement of Z!. 
Definition 1.2. A space X is inversely compact provided every open cover of X has 
a finite inversement which covers X. 
In other words, X is inversely compact if for every open cover 2Y of X, there 
are finitely many pairwise distinct elements of Z, say Vi, . . . , V,, V,, 1,. . . , V,,, 
such that 
vr r-l . * * nvncvn+Iu -.* uvn+,. 
Let 6 and K be infinite cardinals, 8 Q K. The following definition is the inverse 
modification of the classical definition of 113, K&compactness ([ll, see 1131). 
Definition 1.3. A space X is inversely [O, K&compact if every open cover 2Y of X 
with 122 I ( K has a partial inversement which contains a cover of X of cardinality 
< 8. If 8 = w then X is called inversely initially K-compact, and if K 2 1 X 1 then X 
is called inversely finally O-compact. 
In case 0 = K = w we will use the name inversely countably compact instead of 
inversely o-compact. In case of T3 spaces, we will call inversely finally w,-compact 
spaces inversely Lindelif. 
Clearly, inversely compact implies inversely [e, K&compact for any 0 and K, and 
inversely [et, K’l-compact implies inversely [e, K&compact if 8’ < e and K’ a K. 
However, inversely 10, K&compact plus inversely [K, Al-compact (0 G K G A) do not 
a priori imply inversely [e, Al-compact! 
Let 59 be a class of open covers. 
Definition 1.4. A space X is %Y-inversely compact if every cover ‘%(E E7 of X has a 
finite inversement which covers X. 
Similary, we obtain the definitions of @?-inverse [e, K]-COmpaCtneSS, G?-inverse 
countable compactness, %-inverse Lindeliif property, etc. 
Denote B the class of covers by cozero sets, and 0 the class of covers by clopen 
sets. Of course, it is natural to consider @-inverse compactness and O-inverse 
compactness in the class of Tychonoff spaces and in the class of inductively 
zero-dimensional spaces (i.e., spaces having a base of clopen sets), respectively. 
The following diagram sums up the relations between the new-defined proper- 
ties (inverse compactness, inverse countable compactness, @inverse compactness) 
and the old ones (compactness, countable compactness, pseudocompactness). The 
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numbers in brackets near arrows specify in which sections below proofs or 
counterexamples are given; “?” means open question. The main open problem is 
the following: 
Question 1.5. Does there exist a T2 (T3, T,), inversely compact, noncompact space? 
A T, example is presented in Section 5. 
compact 
& ’ I 
inversely 
compact 
4, 
inversely 
countably Y 
countably 
(3.3) 
compact 
compact 
compact Z-product 
(5.4) 
j pseudocompact 
2. Inverse compactness as independent compactness 
Recall that a family _CZ! of subsets of the set X is independent if for any finite 
collection A,, . . . , A,, B,, . . . , B,ofdistinctelementsof&‘,A,n ... nA,n(X\ 
I?,)n -a‘ n (X\B,J # fl f31. In other words, LZ? is independent iff every nonempty 
finite inversement of & has nonempty intersection. 
The concepts of compactness and independent families have been studied 
separately for a long time [1,3]. The concept of inverse compactness helps to 
connect them by the following theorem (in view of which, inverse compactness 
could be also called independent compactness). 
Theorem 2.1. The following properties are equivalent for a nonempty space X: 
(8 X ti inversely compact; 
(ii) X has no independent open covers; 
(iii> every independent family of closed subsets of X has nonempty intersection. 
Proof. (ii> - (iii) If Z! is an independent open cover of X then {X\ U: U E Z} is 
an independent family of closed subsets of X having empty intersection and vice 
versa. 
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(8 * (ii> A cover Z of the set X is independent iff no finite inversement of % 
covers X. 0 
Remark 2.2. Since being an independent family is a property of finite character 
(see [21), the properties in the previous theorem are equivalent also to the 
following property: 
(iii *) every maximal independent family of closed subsets of X has nonempty 
intersection. 
Remind that a space X is compact if and only if (A) every centered (i.e., having 
the finite intersection property) family of closed subsets of X has nonempty 
intersection, or, which is equivalent, (B) every centered family of (not necessary 
closed) subsets of X has common adherent point. Condition (iii) in Theorem 2.1 is 
just the condition (A) in which “centered” is substituted by “independent”. One 
can suppose that if we do the same with the condition (B), then we obtain one 
more criterium of inverse compactness. But this is not the case: this modification 
of (B) is a criterium of compactness! 
Theorem 2.3. A space X is compact iff it satisfies the following condition: 
(iii * * 1 for every independent family Z of subsets of X, n (F: F E 27) f @. 
Proof. Clearly, compactness implies condition (iii * * 1. To prove the converse, 
suppose X is not compact. Then there exist a cardinal T and a decreasing chain 
F= (F,: (Y < 7) of closed subsets of X, such that ll9 = @, and r is the least 
cardinal for which such family exists. Without loss of generality, we assume that 
I F,\F,+ 1 I > I a 1 for each cr < 7. By the Fichtenholtz-Kantorovich-Hausdorff 
theorem (which tells that for each infinite cardinal K, there exists an independent 
family, say &‘, of subsets of K such that I & I = 2K-see [61), there exists, for each 
LY < r, an independent family Za of subsets of Fa \F,+ 1 with l Xa I = I a I. For 
each (Y <T, enumerate &“, on type (Y: Zti = {H,(h): A <a). For each (Y < r, 
denote K, = U&((Y): y 2 (Y}. The family 3? = (K,: cy < r) is independent. In- 
deed, a family is independent if every its finite subfamily is independent; and if 
x0 = U&. * *, Ka,} is a finite subfamily of 37, then 3Y0 is independent on the set 
G,*=Fa*\F,*+l where (Y* =max{al,...,on} since K,inG,.=kZ,*(cui) for i= 
1 , . . . , n. Finally, the family 3 has no common adherent point because such point 
should belong to fl9 since K, c F, and the sets F, are closed. 0 
In view of this theorem, the principal Question 1.5 can be restated as follows: 
does (iii) + (iii * * ) for T2 (T3, TJ spaces? 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 can be easily modified for other properties defined in 
Section 1. So, we obtain the following results: a space X is %%inversely compact iff 
X has no independent open covers of the class k5’. A space X is @-inversely 
(countably) compact iff it has no independent (countable) open covers by cozero- 
sets, or, which is equivalent, iff every (countable) independent family of zero-sets 
in X has nonempty intersection. A space X is O-inversely (countably) compact iff 
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it has no independent (countable) covers by clopen sets, or, which is equivalent, iff 
every independent (countable) famiIy of clopen subsets of X has nonempty 
intersection. 
Let us say that a family _@ of subsets of the set X is T-independent (where T is 
an infinite cardinal) provided for every subfamily 9 cd such that 135 I < T, and 
for every partial inversement ‘iZ of 9, t-l ‘Z # 6. Thus w-independent coincides 
with independent. 
Slightly modifying the proof of Theorem 2.1, we obtain also the following 
results: a space X is inversely [e, K&compact iff no open cover %21 of X with 
( 2l I G K is a e-independent family, or, which is equivalent, iff for every &indepen- 
dent family d of closed subsets of X such that I d I d K, d has nonempty 
intersection. A space X is ‘8’-inversely [fI, K&compact if and only if no open cover 
‘% of X such that ZE % and I % I G K is a e-independent family. 
3. Inverse countable compactness coincides with countable compactness 
An infinite discrete space is not inversely compact; moreover, the following 
takes place. 
Lemma 3.1. A countable infinite discrete space is not @-inversely countably compact. 
Proof. Consider the set N2 of all integers starting from 2: N2 = 12, 3, 4,. . .I with 
discrete topology. Let pk be the kth prime number starting from 2: p1 = 2, p2 = 3, 
p3 = 5, and so on. Denote U, the set of all elements of N, which are divisible by 
pk. Then %= (U,: k E NJ is a countable open cover of N2 since every n E N, is 
divisible by some pk. On the other hand, Z! is independent since for any distinct 
Prime numbers pk,, . . . , pk,? Pr,, . . . , P& there exists a number n E N2 which is 
divisible by pk,, . . . , pk, and is not divisible by pI,, . . . , pl,. Finally, ‘Z! consists of 
cozero-sets since the space is discrete. q 
Theorem 3.2. A closed subspace of an inversely compact (inversely [tI, K&compact) 
space is inversely compact (inversely [e, tc]-compact). 
Proof. Suppose a space X contains a closed subspace Y which is not inversely 
compact (inversely 10, K&compact). Then there exists a family F of closed subsets 
of Y such that F is independent (e-independent, I 9 I < K) and n 9= @. Then 
.B is independent (B-independent) also as a family of subsets of X. So, X is not 
inversely compact (inversely [e, K&compact). 0 
Note that a closed subspace of a %?-inversely compact space need not be 
%-inversely compact. 
The last theorem together with Lemma 3.1 imply that if a space X contains an 
infinite closed discrete subspace then X is not inversely countably compact (and 
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hence “countable” can be deleted from Lemma 3.1). Hence every inversely 
countably compact space is countably compact, and we have 
Theorem 3.3. A space is inversely countably compact iff it is countably compact. 
4. &inverse compactness and pseudocompactness 
Theorem 4.1. Every @-inversely compact space is pseudocompact. 
Proof. Suppose X is not pseudocompact. Then, without loss of generality, we 
assume that there exists a continuous real-valued function f on X such that 
sup{f(x): x EX} = + 03. Fix points xi E f(X), i E w, such that x0 <xi <x2 < . - * 
and lim. 1 __xi = +w For each i E w, denote Hi = f-‘(xi). Then &” = IHi: i E w) is 
a countable discrete family of nonempty closed subsets of X. Choose an indepen- 
dent family A? of subsets of the family Z such that (7 & = fl (this is possible by 
means of the proof of Lemma 3.1). Note that for any subfamily _Y c A?‘, the set 
G = lJ 22 is a zero-set in X. Indeed, the set f(G) is closed in R, and hence f(G) is 
a zero-set in R, say f(G) = C&-‘(O) for some continuous function 4 : R + R, then 
4 0 f is a continuous function on X, and G = (4 0 f l-‘(O). 
Therefore, the family Y= { lJ A: A EM) consists of zero-sets in X, is indepen- 
dent and has empty intersection; X is not @-inversely compact. q 
Note that in Theorem 4.1 we did not suppose any separation: if there are few 
continuous functions then there are few cozero-sets and vice versa. Recall that a 
space X satisfies the discrete finite chain condition (DFCC, see for example [15]> 
provided every discrete family of nonempty open sets in X is finite. DFCC is 
equivalent to pseudocompactness for Tychonoff spaces, and in non-Tychonoff 
spaces this condition is often used as a substitute of pseudocompactness. However, 
in Theorem 4.1, we cannot substitute pseudocompact by DFCC because there exist 
non-DFCC spaces all continuous functions on which are constant. 
5. Counterexamples 
We will start with an example of a T,, inversely compact, noncompact (in fact, 
even non-Lindelof) space. This example had been used before for different 
purposes (sometimes in a slightly different form) - see, for example, [10,14]. 
Example 5.1. Let X be a set, B = (0,: (Y E oi} be a chain of proper subsets of X 
directed by inclusion: 0, c Oa if LY < p, and let lJ B =X. We will demand also 
that the set 0, + i \ 0, is infinite for each (Y, and that 0, = lJ{O,: p < a) if (Y is a 
limit ordinal. The family of sets 9 = B U {X\ {p}: p E X} is a subbase for a Ti 
topology S, on X. Clearly, (X, S,) is not compact: d is an open cover of X 
which has not a finite subcover. 
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To verify that (X, 9-i) is inversely compact, note first of all that every open set 
U in (X, 9,) is of one of the following forms: (I) U = X\F, where F is a finite 
subset of X, (IIa) I!J = O,\ F, where a is a limit ordinal, and F is an (at most) 
countable subset of 0,; (IIb) U = O,\F, where F is a finite subset of 0,. In case 
(IIa), the set 0, \ U is finite for every p < CY. 
Next, if U, and U, are two open sets of the form (IIa): U, = Oal\F,, U, = 0a2\ 
F2, where cyi and a2 are distinct limit ordinals, then the set Fl IT F2 is finite. 
Now, let %! be any open cover of X. If % contains at least one element U of the 
form (I), then X\U is finite, and hence Z! contains a finite cover of X. So, 
henceforward we assume that all elements of % are of the form (II). Note that in 
this case % does not contain any countable subcover since cf(w ,) = w,. 
Let us show that g contains at least one element U which can be removed so 
that the family Z!\(U) is still a cover of X. Indeed, if no element of % can be 
removed, then for every I/ E g there is a point pv E X covered only by K pv E V, 
and pv 6 W for any WE Z’, W # V. Select an infinite countable subfamily ?“c % 
and denote Z = {pv: VE Fi-). Then Z is an infinite countable subset of X, and no 
element of ?/ contains two distinct points of Z. Since Z is countable, it is 
contained in the set 0, for some (Y < wi. Choose two distinct elements U,, U, E 22, 
U, = O,,\F,, U, = 0a2\F2, a < a1 < CQ. The set F, n F, is finite. Therefore at 
least one of the sets U,, U, contains infinitely many points of Z. A contradiction. 
So, let U = O,(,,\F, be an element of % which can be removed. Choose two 
distinct elements U,, U, E 22, U, = Oal\F,, U, = Oa,\Fz, a(U) < a1 < CQ. The set 
F, fl F, is finite. So is the set Y = F, n F2 n O,,,,. For each y E Y, choose an 
element W, E Z\(U) such that y f W,. Denote 3&O = {W,: y E Y} u {U,, U,) and 
5V= 5V0 U (X\ U). Then W, and Xy are finite families, 3~“~ covers U, and hence 
w covers X. 
Next, let us observe that @-inverse compactness does not imply inverse com- 
pactness (for Tychonoff spaces). 
Example 5.2. wi (in order topology) is @-inversely compact, but it is not inversely 
compact. 
Say that a family ti of subsets of the set X is independent on a subset Y CX if 
for any finite collection A,, . . . , A,, B,, . . . , B, of distinct elements of M, A, 
n . . . m-4, n (X\B,) n . . . n (X\B,) n Y z cd. 
If ~;9 is an independent family of subsets of a set X, and A EM then the family 
&\{A} is independent on A and on X\A. 
Now, let us verify that the space wi in order topology is @-inversely compact. 
Let j3- be an independent system of zero-sets in w,. We will show that n sT# 0 
which will imply 6’-inverse compactness of X. Since every continuous, real-valued 
function defined on oi is eventually constant (see [2]), every zero-set F in wi 
either contains the final interval [(Y, w,) (call such F a type one set), or is 
contained in the initial interval [0, LY] for some (Y E wi (call such F a type two set). 
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If 7 contains at least one type two set, say F, then the family Y\(F} is 
independent on F, and since F is compact, Cl9 = Cl W\ {F)) n F # @. Hence- 
forth we assume that all elements of 9 are type one sets. 
Let F be an element of 5 Then Sr\{F) is independent on the set q\F and 
hence on the set G = oi \F. Since F is a type two set, the set G is compact, and 
hence the family of sets Y\(F) has a common point x(F) E G. 
If ST is finite, then (7 9# 6 by definition of independence. Hence assume that 
9 is infinite and select a sequence (F,: rz E w} of distinct elements of 97 For each 
IZ E w, denote x, = x(F,). Since the space wi is countably compact, the sequence 
(X n: n EW) has a limit point, say x*. Note that each element F of 7 contains all 
points x, except at most one in case F = F,, for some n E o. Hence, since F is 
closed, it must contain the point x *. Therefore n * E rl St. 
To demonstrate that cardinals are not inversely compact, we need the following 
lemma which may be of some interest for other problems. 
Lemma 5.2.1. Let T be a cardinal and F= (F,: (Y < T} and .Y = (G,: (Y < 7) be 
families of closed subsets of a space X. Suppose the following conditions are satisfied 
for all ff < 7: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Iq I 
Ga =F,\F,+,; 
m(G,:G<=@; 
there .exists an independent system Za of closed subsets of G, such that 
= IffI. 
Then there exists an independent system Z of closed subsets of Xsuch that I 357 I = r 
and nA?=@. 
Proof. For each (Y < T, enumerate &“, = {H,(y): y < al and, for each A < 7, denote 
K,=U(H,(h):a~A}.Put~={K,:h<7}.Then IXl=rand flXcfl9=@ 
since K, c FA for each (Y < r. To verify the independence of Z, suppose 
K *,,.. ., Kh,, KAnfl ,..., K,,,, ~37 for distinct A ,,..., A,, A,+i ,..., A,+,. Put A’ 
= m&A,, . . . , A,, J+,=~, . . . , A,,,,,, }. It follows from (3) and (4) that, for each 
A E (A,, . . . , A,, A,+l,. . . , A,+,), K, n G,. = H,.(A). Therefore 
K,,n ** . n K,,, n (X\Kh,+,) n . . . n (X\Knn+,> 
3KA1n .. . n KAn n ( X\KAn+I) n - . . n (X\Q+,,,) n GA* 
=(KhlnGI.)n .. . n ( KAn n 6’) n (( X\fG\,+,) n GA*) n . . . 
f-l ((X\KA”+,) f-J G**) 
=H,.(A,) n ... Neal) n (Gh*\%Pn+d) n . . . 
n(GAWA,+m))#~ 
by the independence of the system SC+,,.. 
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Now, let us show that for any infinite cardinal K, K in order topology is not 
inversely compact. Denote cf K = T. Note that in case T = o, K is not countably 
compact, and hence is not inversely countably compact by Theorem 3.2. In the 
general case, we will inductively construct the families 9 and 9 like in Lemma 
5.2.1. Let A = (a,: (Y < T) be a cofinal subset in K; a, < up if (Y < p. Denote Z the 
set of all isolated points in K. Without loss of generality, we assume that A c I. Put 
F, = [a,, K) and G, = {ao). 
Suppose (Y < K and the sets F, and G, have been defined for all y < (Y so that 
(*> F,=[b,,r)forsome ~,EZ, b,>a,; 
(**) G,=G,nZ,; and 
( ** *) Ii;,nz’l < Iyl. 
Denote T, = n(G,:. Then I T, ~3 Z I < K. The set Z?, = lb,: y < LY} is not 
cofinal in K. Therefore we can choose b, so that b, 2 a,; b, > t for each element 
t E T,; and b, > b, for all y < cx. Put F, = [b,, 7). Denote G, the closure of the 
first I a I many points of F, n 1. Then G, contains a discrete subset of cardinality 
I a I which enables us to find the family A?a using the Fichtenholtz-Kantorovich- 
Hausdorff theorem. q 
Next, we will observe that many “good” countably compact spaces are not 
inversely compact (even not @‘-inversely countably compact). For a family 9 of 
subsets of a space X, denote 
neg s3=(X\U: UE9) 
and 
bin 9= yu neg 9. 
Say that a family 9 of clopen sul- sts of a space X is called a binary subbase of X 
if F is an independent family of subsets of X, and bin 9 is a subbase of X. 
Proposition 5.3. Zf u T, space X has a binary subbase then no proper dense subspuce 
of X is O-inversely compact. 
Proof. Let .F be a binary subbase of X, Y be a dense subspace of X, and 
p E X\Y. For each U E 9, put V(U) = U if U EP, and V(U) =X\ U otherwise; 
put also W(U> = L’(U) n Y. Denote y = {V(U): U E s}, and z= {W(U): U E @. 
The family s is independent as a partial inversement of an independent family. 
The family 2 is independent since the family ?? consists of open sets, and Y is 
dense in X. On the other hand, the family E has empty intersection since g is a 
local subbase of X at p, hence n<!?={(p), and nz= n.%nY={p)nY=@. So 
2 is an independent family of clopen sets in Y with empty intersection. Hence Y 
is not O-inversely compact. q 
For any infinite cardinal r, the cube D’ (where D = (0, 11 is the two-point 
discrete space) has a binary subbase which consists of clopen sets. Indeed, if for 
each (Y < T, we denote U, = {f E D’: f(a) = l}, then 9= {U,: a < T} is a binary 
subbase: F is independent, and the finite intersections of the elements of bin .P 
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form a standard base of D’. Therefore, no proper dense subspace of D’ is 
O-inversely compact (and hence it is not @-inversely compact). Hence we have 
obtained 
Example 5.4. The S-product of r many two-points (where T > w) is not O-in- 
versely compact while it is countably compact. Note that in fact it is much better 
than countably compact: it is w-bounded, sequentially compact. Also it is a 
topological group and can be easily modified to become a topological ring (just by 
considering two Sproducts, with centers at 0 and at 1, except one Sproduct); 
however, a topological field with such properties cannot exist since by 1121 every 
pseudocompact subspace of a topological field is metrizable. 
6. Final remarks 
As compared with other compactness-type conditions, inverse compactness 
seems to be a very queer property. For example, it is not clear whether the discrete 
sum of two copies of an inversely compact space is inversely compact. Or, more 
generally, it is natural to ask 
Question 6.1. Is inverse compactness finitely additive? 
Remind also that (inverse) countable compactness taken together with inverse 
Lindeliifness do not a priori imply inverse compactness. It is natural to formulate 
the general question asking which theorems about Hausdorff compact spaces 
remain valid for inversely compact spaces. Of course this question is not trivial 
only if the answer to the principal Question 1.5 is “yes”, at least consistent (note 
by the way that no separation is supposed in Question 6.1). Taking into account 
the Fichtenholtz-Kantorovich-Hausdorf theorem and the characterization of in- 
verse compactness in terms of independent families, we may suppose that the 
following cardinal function can be useful1 in working on this question, 
Definition 6.2. For a space X, denote 
idp( X) = sup{ I F I : F is an independent family of closed subsets of X} . 
Clearly, idp(X) < 2 1 x 1 for any space X. By the Fichtenholtz-Kantorovich- 
Hausdorf theorem, idp(Z) = 2 1’1 for the discrete space Z. Hence we have 
Proposition 6.3. (a) idp(X) 2 sup(2’: r < he(X)} for any space X; 
(b) idp(X) > 2hNX) f i sup = max for he(X), in particular, if he(X) is nut a limit 
cardinal. 
The function idp(X) can be useful in finding the conditions when inversely 
compact implies compact. By the well-known inequality I XI < 22h’X’ (see [6]), 
idp(X) >, log 1 X I for every T2 space X. 
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Question 6.4. Does there exist a T, space X for which idp(X) < 1 X I ? 
Question 6.5. Is there a space for which sup # max for idp? 
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Note added in proof 
Question 6.1 has been answered affirmatively by I.J. Tree. 
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